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Abstract 
DranishnikoL, A.N. and J. West, On compacta that intersect unstably in Euclidean space, Topology 
and its Applications 43 (1992) 181L187. 
Following [ 111, we say that metric compacta X and Y have unstable infersection in R” provided 
thateachpairofmapsf:X+R” andg:Y+R” may be uniformly c-approximated by maps 
,f’:X- R” and g’: Y + R” with disjoint images for all F > 0. We prove that this implies that 
dimXx Yin. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X and Y be metric compacta. We are interested in generalposition for arbitrary 
maps of X and Y. Following [ 111, we say that metric compacta X and Y have 
unstable intersection in R” provided that each pair of maps f : X + R” and g : Y + R” 
may be uniformly e-approximated by maps f’ : X --, R” and g’ : Y + R” with disjoint 
images for all F > 0. This implies unstable intersection in n-manifolds. 
In the classical case that X and Y are polyhedra (or manifolds), then simplicial 
approximation together with general position (or transversality) implies that (1) X 
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and Y have unstable intersection in R” if and only if dim X + dim Y < n, (2) more 
generally, each pair of maps f and g may be approximated by maps f’ and g’ with 
dimf’(X) x g’( Y) G dim X + dim Y - n, and (3) this inequality is sharp for each 
polyhedral (or manifold) pair, X and Y. 
By expressing each of X and Y as inverse limits of compact polyhedra of 
dimension not exceeding those of X and Y respectively, it is easy to generalize (2) 
to compact metric spaces. However, McCullogh and Rubin [IS] (cf. [16]) have 
recently given examples of n-dimensional compacta X such that every pair of maps 
f;g:X+R’” may be approximated by maps with disjoint images (which has as 
corollary that the embeddings of X in R2” are dense in the mappings). Thus, the 
classical inequality above is not sharp for compact metric spaces in general. 
The observation that dim X x X < 2 dim X in the McCullogh-Rubin examples 
suggested the following conjecture (cf. [S]): 
Conjecture 1.1. Metric compacta X and Y have unstable intersection in R” ifand only 
ifdimXx Y<n. 
(The classical formula for polyhedra would then be a manifestation of the fact 
that for these spaces, dim K x L = dim K +dim L.) We should note that this sub- 
additivity of dim with respect to Cartesian product is quite general; results in [6] 
imply that for given n and any m satisfying 2 < m < 2n - 3 there are compact metric 
spaces X and Y with dim X + dim Y = m and dim X x Y < n. 
Under the additional hypothesis that dim X + dim Y = n, Conjecture 1.1 is estab- 
lished in varying versions by Krasinkiewicz [17], Spiez [19-211, and Dranishnikov, 
Repovs and Schepin [ll, 121. (The original preprint of [ll] that was circulated 
established Theorem 1.4 below on the basis of Chogoshvili’s theorem [3] in the 
proof of which there is an unfortunate gap. The revised version assumes this 
dimension sum hypothesis and proves Conjecture 1.1 in that context.) 
The “if” implication of Conjecture 1.1 is proved in [22] under the hypothesis 
that 2 dim X + dim Y d 2n -2 and, in similar form, in [7] (cf. [S]) and [lo]. 
Conjecture 1.1 is established in [8,9] without dimension hypothesis under the 
assumption that X is a tame codimension Z= 3 compactum of R” and f is inclusion 
(when f’ may be taken also to be inclusion). 
The purpose of this paper is to relieve the hypothesis in [9] that X is a codimension 
2 3 subset of R” and thus establish the “only if” implication of Conjecture 1.1. We 
first show that the property of having unstable intersection in R” is stable in the 
following sense: 
Theorem 1.2. Let X and Y be metric compacta. If X and Y have unstable intersection 
in R”, then for each k > 0, X and Y x I k have unstable intersection in Rntk. 
Corollary 1.3. Let X and Y be metric compacta. If X and Y have unstable intersection 
in R”, then X and EkY have unstable intersection in Rn+k for each k, where TZkY 
denotes the k-fold suspension of Y (reduced or unreduced). 
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Theorem 1.2 together with a Spanier-Whitehead duality argument in [9]’ implies 
the “only if” part of Conjecture 1.1: 
Theorem 1.4. Let X and Y be metric compacta. If X and Y have unstable intersection 
in R”, then dimXx Y<n. 
The contrapositive is worth stating: Let X and Y be metric compacta. If dim X x 
Y 2 n, then there exist maps f : X + R” and g : Y + R” and F > 0 such that if f’ and 
g’ are within F off and g, respectively, then their images intersect. 
Combining Theorem 1.4 with the [22, lo] version of the “if” part of Conjecture 
1.1, we obtain the following extension of those theorems: 
Corollary 1.5. Let X and Y be metric compacta. Suppose that 2 dim X +dim YG 
2n - 2. Then X and Y have unstable intersection in n-manifolds if and only if dim X x 
Y< n. 
This discussion raises two immediate questions: 
(1) If X and Y are metric compacta and dim X x Y < n, do X and Y have 
unstable intersection in R”? 
We note that as a consequence of the “if” implication above, we can conclude 
[7] that if dim X x Y < n, then X and Y x Ih have unstable intersection in R”+l‘ 
for sufficiently large k. Therefore, question (1) is equivalent to asking whether the 
property of admitting stable intersections in R” is stable in the above sense. 
(2) Is Chogoshvili’s theorem [3] valid for compact metric spaces? 
(Chogoshvili’s theorem states that a subset A of R” has dimension Sk provided 
that for each affine (n - k - 1)-dimensional subspace L of R” and each F > 0 there 
is a map f :A+ R”- L that is e-close to the inclusion. That this is true if L is 
allowed to range over the polyhedra in R” of dimension n -k - 1 is a well-known 
theorem of Alexandroff. A noncompact counterexample to Chogoshvili’s theorem 
is given in [2].) 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
Lemma 2.1. Let X and Y be metric compacta with unstable intersection in R”. The X 
and Y have unstable intersection in Rn+k for all k > 0. 
Proof. This follows by projecting into R”. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let X and Y be compact metric spaces. If X is a countable union of closed 
sets X,, each of which has unstable intersection with Y in R”, then X has unstable 
intersection with Yin R”. 
’ The circulated preprint [14] contains our original argument, which involves an extension of the 
duality argument in [El. We thank J. Luukainen, S. Spiez and H. Torunczyk for pointing out to us that 
Theorem 1.2 (Proposition 1 of [14]) allows us to cite [9] rather than redraw the duality argument, thus 
shortening our proof. 
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Proof. This follows by a standard induction using the fact that given a mapf : X + R” 
and F > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that for any compact subset A of X, if h : A + R” is 
6-close to ,fla, then h extends to a map f’: X + R” e-close to f: q 
Lemma 2.3. Let X and Y be compact metric spaces of dimension at most n. Let 
,f :X+ R”+’ and g: Y+ R”” be any maps. Let W be an open (n + I)-ball in R”+’ 
containing rhe image ?f g. Let A be a closed subset of Y such that g(A) n f (X) = 0. 
If the boundary qfA and X have unstable intersection in R”, then f may be approximated 
by maps f’ agreeing on ,f -‘( R”+’ - W) such that gl, extends to a map g’: Y+ 
W-.f’(X). 
Proof. We use aA to denote the boundary of A. Let q: R”+‘+ Rn+‘/( R”+‘- W) = 
S “+I be the quotient map, and set q( R”+’ - W) = zO. 
Parameterize S”” as the suspension ES”=S”x[-1, l]/S”x{-l}/S”x{l} of S” 
with vertices a = [S” x {-l}] and b = [S” x {l}] and with Z,E S” x (0) = S”. Now 
S )I” -{a, b} = S” x (-1, 1). Let p : S” x (-1, 1) + S” denote projection. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that f(X) u g( Y) misses a and b; moreover, by 
choosing a and b sufficiently close to C? W we may ensure that z,Epqg(~A). Set 
f’=pqf:X+S” and g, = pqgla, : aA -+ S”. 
Let F < min{d(qf(x), qg(a)) lx E X, a E A}, where d denotes a metric on S”+‘. 
Since X and aA have unstable intersection in R”, we may adjust fl and g, slightly 
to obtain maps fi : X + S” and g2 : aA + S” with f*(X) n gz(aA) = 0, and since g,(dA) 
misses a neighborhood of z,,, we may keep f 1 - 2 ,, lcNj = f, 1 f, hcNj for some neighborhood 
Nofz,.Nowdefinef;:X~S”~(-l,l)~S””by~(x)=(f,(x),t),whereqf(x)= 
(w, t), and define g,:aA+S”x(-1, 1)~s”” by g3(x)=(g2(x), t), where qg(x)= 
(w, r). Note that g,(aA)c (S” x (-1, l)-f2(X)) x (-1, l), and that provided that we 
have kept f2 and g2 sufficiently close to fl and g,, respectively, then the homotopy 
H : dA x [0, l] + S”” from h, = qglaA to h, =g, given by h,(x) =(h:(x), t) misses 
,f;(X), where H’ is the geodesic homotopy from g, to g, in S” and qg(x) = (w, t). 
Letting fi : U X [0, l] + S”” be an extension of H to a neighborhood of aA in 
Y-A, we find by compactness that if K c U is a sufficiently small closed neighbor- 
hood of aA, then fi(K x [0, 11) nJ;(X) =0 and h,(K)c(S”--f,(X))x(-l,l). 
Denote the boundary of K in Y-A byaK, and let (Y: (K; dA, dK)+ ([0, 11; {0}, 11)) 
be a Urysohn function. Then extend qgl, to g,: A u K + S”+’ by setting g,(k) = 
h,,,,,(k) for k E K. Observing that compactness guarantees that for some closed 
neighborhood L of K in Y-A, we may select another Urysohn function /3 : ( Y; Au 
K, Y-L)-+([-l,l];{-l},(l)) and, defining Y(y)=max{p(y), t}, where qg(y)= 
(WI, t), set 
&(.V), ifyE K, 
(ph,(y), Y(Y)), ifyc Pm’([-I, l)), 
b, if p(y) = 1. 
map X and Y into R” with disjoint images as desired. 0 
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Now, g,: Y + S”+’ -f3(X). Then g’(x) = q-‘g,(x) and 
iff(x)@ W, 
fr(x)={~~~)~ iff(x)E W 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let X and Y be compact metric spaces that have unstable 
intersection in R”. It suffices to show that X and Y x I have unstable intersection 
in R”+‘. 
If either is void, the result is vacuous. Otherwise, X and Y must have unstable 
intersection with points in R”, so by Theorem VI2 of [ 151, dim X < n > dim Y. Let 
f :X+R”+’ and g: YX I+ RI’+‘. Let F > 0. We produce s-approximations f' to f 
and g’ to g with disjoint images. Let %4f = { W,}:i, be a cover of g( Y x I) by open 
balls of diameter less than E. For each open set U of Y, let cpu : Y + R by cpU(y) = 
inf{d(y,z)]zEY-U}. For rE[O,l] and UcY open, let V(r,U)= 
{(y, t)~ UxIIr-cpu(y)<t<r+cp,(y)}. Note that v={V(r, U)(~E I, UC Y is 
open} is a basis for the topology of Y x I. For each V E v, d V = d_ Vu d, V, where 
a, V(r, U) = {(y, t) E l? x II t = rf cpu(y)} is homeomorphic with a closed subset of 
U.LetOU={V,=V(r,,U,)}i,,beafinitecoverof YxIsuchthatforeachj,g(q) 
lies in some member of “IL’ Let 6 < e/4 be sufficiently small that the 6-neighborhood 
of each g( q.) lies in some member W, of 7K By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, X and 
D = Ui_, C? V, have unstable intersection in R”+‘. Let f, : X + R”+’ and g, : D -+ R”’ ’ 
be S/2-approximations to f and g 1 n, respectively, with disjoint images, and extend 
g, to a map g?: Yx I+ R”+’ S-close to g. (This may be done as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.3.) At this point, an inductive application of Lemma 2.3 produces a map 
f>:X+ R”+’ E/2-close to fi and a map g,: Y x I + R”+’ -f?(X) such that for each 
.j, g3( v, -UK, V,) c Wj and is therefore within E of g. Thus, f’= f2 and g’ = g, are 
the required approximations to .f and g, and X and Y x I have unstable intersection 
in R”+‘. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. It suffices to prove that if X and Y have unstable intersection 
in R”, then X and EY have unstable intersection in R”+‘. If f: X + R”+’ and 
g:ZY+ R”+’ let a=[Yx{-l}] and b=[Yx{l}] be the suspension points of 
ZY= Yx[-l~1]/Y~{-1}/Y~{l}. As dimX<n+l, wemayapproximate f by a 
mapf’ that misses g(u) and g(b). Let q: Y x I + EY denote the quotient map, and 
use Theorem 1.2 to approximate f’ and gq by maps f’ and h with disjoint images. 
If f” and h are sufficiently close to f’ and gq, respectively, then h( Y x (-1)) and 
h( Y x {I}) will lie in convex balls V and W in the complement off’(X) and h may 
be deformed to a map g’ : Y x Z + R”+’ that agrees with h ofi Vu W and is constant 
on Yx{-l}andon Yx{l}.Thenf’andg”=g’qP’ will be the desired maps provided 
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that V and W are sufficiently small. The same observation handles the reduced 
suspension Sky. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.4 
Let X and Y be nonempty compact metric spaces that have unstable intersection 
in R”. We wish to prove that dim X x Y < n. By Theorem VI2 of [ 151, both X and 
Y have dimension less than n, as spaces of dimension greater than n admit essential 
maps into R” (i.e., do not have unstable intersection with points in R”). Without 
loss of generality we may assume that dim X x Y = n, since by Lemma 2.1 if 
k = dim X x Y - n > 0, then X and Y have unstable intersection in Rntk. We may 
also assume by symmetry that dim X < dim Y. 
Let k=2dimX. Set Z= YxZk and m=n+k. By Theorem 1.2, X and Z have 
unstable intersection in R”. Now each mapping f: X + R” may be approximated 
by tame embeddings, so by Theorem 1 of [8], dim X x Z = dim X x Y + k < m = n + k 
and dimXx Y<n. 0 
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